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Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) is being built at the South Pole, aiming to observe high energy
cosmogenic neutrinos above 10 PeV. The ARA detector aims to observe the radio emissions from
the excess charge in a particle shower induced by a neutrino interaction. Such a radio emission
was first predicted by Askaryan in 1962 and experimentally confirmed by Saltzberg et al. using
the SLAC accelerator in 2000. We also performed an experiment of the ARA calibration with the
Telescope Array Electron Light Source (ARAcalTA) to verify the understanding of the Askaryan
radiation and the detector response used in the ARA experiment. In the ARAcalTA experiment,
we irradiated an ice target with 40 MeV electron beams using the Telescope Array Electron Light
Source (TA ELS) located in a radio quiet open-air environment of the Utah desert. Observed
signals would include two kind of backgrounds: transition radiations from the boundary between
air and ice, and radio emissions from the sudden beam appearance. We measured coherences,
polarizations and angular distributions of the radio signals to understand the observed signals.
These first observational results from ARAcalTA are presented in these proceedings.
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Introduction

2

ARA Askaryan radiation 
experiments in lab

- High Energy Neutrino (E> 100PeV) 
radio detector 
- Collects the radio emission from                                                   
charge excess in ice 
- Never observed insitu

Several beam experiment were carried 
out since 2000. 

- 2000 Salzberg et al.  First observation 
in silica sand (Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 2802 ) 

-  2005 Gorham et al. Observation in 
rock salt (Phys. Rev. D 72, 023002) 

-  2007 Gorham et al. Observation in ice 
(Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 171101 ) 
-   2015 Belov et al. Observation with B 
field ( arXiv:1507.07296 [astro-ph.IM]) 
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ARAcalTA

Goals
- Confirm the intensity of Askaryan radiation 

- Check our signal simulation method 
- Check our detector response 

 

Setup
Source: 40MeV Telescope Array 
Electron light source  
+ block of ice (1m x 0.3m x 0.3m) 
Detector: ARA antenna (Vpol)  
+ Low noise ampli. + filter + fast 
sampling osci 

Data taking
15 days in Delta Utah (TA site)
 ~7 days of beam in January 2015 
Different runs:  

- with ice target 
- without target 
- only plastic box
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ARAcalTA

e- beam e- beam

Target
- ice target (kept a low temp.) 
- plastic structure  
- target angle adjustable  
- target removable

Detector
- 2 polarization antenna on a pole 
- pole  height adjustable up to 7m 

above the beam exit 
- Filter (230-430MHz) and LNA at the 

exit of the antenna 
- ~40m cable to DAQ
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Beam configuration

Beam width: ~2-3 ns width 
Beam charge: 25-60 pC (~2 - 4 x108 e-)
2 monitors: 
   Faraday cup: stop the beam (calorimetric 
meas.)
   Wall current monitor: let the beam go 
through
 → can calibrate WCM with FC on dedicated 
runs

Faraday 
cup

Wall current monitor

FC vs WCM

2ns
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Results: Polarization/Coherence /Intensity
Data 
Simulation (Askaryan) 
Simulation with sys. uncertainty 
No target�

Data� 0.92±0.03�

Simula2on� 1.00±0.01�

No&target� 0.82±0.03�
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"  Polarization angle�

"  Polarization�

#  All signals shows high vertical polarization 
#  Data is slightly off from simulation 

#  High coherence, but not full 

■ $Proper5es$of$the$signals$ Configuration: 
Ice angle 30°, obs. angle: 0° 

"  Coherence�
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"  Polarization angle�

"  Polarization�

#  All signals shows high vertical polarization 
#  Data is slightly off from simulation 

#  High coherence, but not full 

■ $Proper5es$of$the$signals$ Configuration: 
Ice angle 30°, obs. angle: 0° 

"  Coherence�

- Very polarized signal in all cases (ice target and no target) 
(expected for a field from the beam or electron shower) 
- Charge dependence of the radio signal: almost fully coherent 
- Signal with ice target at least 2 times larger than without 
- No specific background from plastic box6
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Simulations
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 Simulations chain
1. Particle simulation: Geant4 based,  
realistic beam profile and lateral spread

ARAcalTA simulation R. Gaïor
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Figure 4: Left: Setup for simulation or measurement of the time domain antenna response. Right: Example
of a time domain response hN(t) and the corresponding gain.

3.2 Electric field simulation

Several methods exist to compute the electric field at UHF from particle shower [12, 13, 11].
We applied the ZHS method described in [11, 14]. In this method, each physical particle track is
segmented in virtual sub-tracks and the vector potential ~Aseg is computed for a given observer for
each track segment according the following formula:

~Aseg =
e

4pRc
�[û⇥ (û⇥~b )]

1�n~b · û
(3.1)

Where Rû is the vector from the track segment to the observer, R being its norm and û its direction,
~b is the velocity Lorentz factor and n the refractive index (fixed to 1.78 in our case). For each
contribution from a sub-track, the potential vector is computed at a specific detector position. The
electric field is obtained by time derivation. An example of simulated electric field and its frequency
spectrum is shown in fig. 3 (left) for two set of experimental configuration. The expected signal is
a bipolar pulse of 5 ns long comparable with the type of signal expected in the ARA experiment.
The simulated angular distribution shown in fig. 3 (right, solid line) exhibits a maximum around
85 degree and a wide spread around the maximum whereas in the case of a high energy shower, one
expect a peaked distribution around the Cherenkov angle, i.e. 55.8 degree at these frequencies in
ice. This is due to the limited effect of the Cherenkov compression because of the small dimension
of the shower with respect to the wavelength. Indeed, when looking at higher frequencies (fig. 3
right, dashed line), the angular distribution tapers and converges towards the expected angle.

4. Detector simulation and validation

4.1 Detector simulation

The expected signal in ARA or ARAcalTA is a bipolar pulse of a few nanoseconds. It is then
crucial to understand the response of ARA antenna for such a short input. The detector for ARA-
calTA is composed of the vertical polarization antenna used in ARA, an electronics box containing
a LNA and a band pass filter, and a 40 m low attenuation cable. For the electronic devices and
cables, we measured the gain and phase with a network analyzer. We can then easily simulate their
time domain response with an inverse Fourier transform.

5

bunch profile

2. Radio simulation: ZHS based 
computes the potential vector 
 for electron tracks

β1

r1

β2

r2

β3

r3

Δt1
Δt2

Δt3 observer time

→ E field by time derivation 8

3. Detector simulation:
antenna: Time domain simulation 
electronics: frequency spectrum measurement
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validation: emit a pulse with an antenna and 
measure it with our detector 
→ ΔP/P < 15%

Input 
- bunch time profile 
- lateral spread 
- total charge 

- most of particle contained  
in ice thickness
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Simulation with target
Ice target: simulate a big block of ice

e- shower

Simulation configuration:
- Simplified: only ice environment 
(neglect air contribution and 
Transition radiation) 
- Refraction accounted afterwards

Ice target

Comparison with data
- large discrepancy in absolute value 
- different angular dependence  
→ Other emission process dominate 
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On going improvement
Large discrepancy data/simulation → make our simulation more detailed:

10

Simulation of field source:
Implement the real geometry 
Account for air contribution through ice 
and for reflected ray 

→ Other process included  
(esp. transition radiation) 
→ should increase the absolute scale

Other effects studied:
- diffraction from ice  
(size of ice block comparable to λ) 
- Index of refraction of the ice 

→ can modify the angular dependencesource of E field = 
change of potential vector

- from beam appearance point 
- change of index 
- shower development

ARAcalTA simulation R. Gaïor
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Figure 4: Left: Setup for simulation or measurement of the time domain antenna response. Right: Example
of a time domain response hN(t) and the corresponding gain.

3.2 Electric field simulation

Several methods exist to compute the electric field at UHF from particle shower [12, 13, 11].
We applied the ZHS method described in [11, 14]. In this method, each physical particle track is
segmented in virtual sub-tracks and the vector potential ~Aseg is computed for a given observer for
each track segment according the following formula:

~Aseg =
e

4pRc
�[û⇥ (û⇥~b )]

1�n~b · û
(3.1)

Where Rû is the vector from the track segment to the observer, R being its norm and û its direction,
~b is the velocity Lorentz factor and n the refractive index (fixed to 1.78 in our case). For each
contribution from a sub-track, the potential vector is computed at a specific detector position. The
electric field is obtained by time derivation. An example of simulated electric field and its frequency
spectrum is shown in fig. 3 (left) for two set of experimental configuration. The expected signal is
a bipolar pulse of 5 ns long comparable with the type of signal expected in the ARA experiment.
The simulated angular distribution shown in fig. 3 (right, solid line) exhibits a maximum around
85 degree and a wide spread around the maximum whereas in the case of a high energy shower, one
expect a peaked distribution around the Cherenkov angle, i.e. 55.8 degree at these frequencies in
ice. This is due to the limited effect of the Cherenkov compression because of the small dimension
of the shower with respect to the wavelength. Indeed, when looking at higher frequencies (fig. 3
right, dashed line), the angular distribution tapers and converges towards the expected angle.

4. Detector simulation and validation

4.1 Detector simulation

The expected signal in ARA or ARAcalTA is a bipolar pulse of a few nanoseconds. It is then
crucial to understand the response of ARA antenna for such a short input. The detector for ARA-
calTA is composed of the vertical polarization antenna used in ARA, an electronics box containing
a LNA and a band pass filter, and a 40 m low attenuation cable. For the electronic devices and
cables, we measured the gain and phase with a network analyzer. We can then easily simulate their
time domain response with an inverse Fourier transform.

5
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Simulation with no target
No target

beam exit

Change of potential vector from 
beam appearance point
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Comparison with theory
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No target run: Comparison with other experiments

TA LINAC used for several radio experiment
- TA Radar: Radar for UHECR detection (~50MHz) 
- Brussels IceCube group: Radar on plasma in ice for ν detection (~2-3GHz) 
- Konan University: Molecular Bremsstrahlung (12GHz)
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Conclusions
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   Observation of coherent radiation from electron at UHF 
- Set of data for different configuration: 

- no target - ice block - background check 
- Highly polarized an coherent radio signal observed  

-> emission from electron beam and shower 
- Signal observed with ice larger than no target measurement 

Comparison with simulation
- Askaryan component seems lower than dominant background 
- No target run has already a shift in absolute scale: 

- detector simulation checked 
- comparison with theory checked 

   Complementary studies
   - No target runs compared with other radio experiment  
→ important for their background understanding 

- Ice target run: possibly data of transition radiation at UHF 
→ radiation studied for the detection of neutrino shower  

( http://arxiv.org/pdf/1509.01584v1.pdf)
R.Gaïor TeVPa Oct2015
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Radio signal simulations

Particle simulation: Geant4 based,  
realistic beam profile and lateral spread

ARAcalTA simulation R. Gaïor
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Figure 4: Left: Setup for simulation or measurement of the time domain antenna response. Right: Example
of a time domain response hN(t) and the corresponding gain.

3.2 Electric field simulation

Several methods exist to compute the electric field at UHF from particle shower [12, 13, 11].
We applied the ZHS method described in [11, 14]. In this method, each physical particle track is
segmented in virtual sub-tracks and the vector potential ~Aseg is computed for a given observer for
each track segment according the following formula:

~Aseg =
e

4pRc
�[û⇥ (û⇥~b )]

1�n~b · û
(3.1)

Where Rû is the vector from the track segment to the observer, R being its norm and û its direction,
~b is the velocity Lorentz factor and n the refractive index (fixed to 1.78 in our case). For each
contribution from a sub-track, the potential vector is computed at a specific detector position. The
electric field is obtained by time derivation. An example of simulated electric field and its frequency
spectrum is shown in fig. 3 (left) for two set of experimental configuration. The expected signal is
a bipolar pulse of 5 ns long comparable with the type of signal expected in the ARA experiment.
The simulated angular distribution shown in fig. 3 (right, solid line) exhibits a maximum around
85 degree and a wide spread around the maximum whereas in the case of a high energy shower, one
expect a peaked distribution around the Cherenkov angle, i.e. 55.8 degree at these frequencies in
ice. This is due to the limited effect of the Cherenkov compression because of the small dimension
of the shower with respect to the wavelength. Indeed, when looking at higher frequencies (fig. 3
right, dashed line), the angular distribution tapers and converges towards the expected angle.

4. Detector simulation and validation

4.1 Detector simulation

The expected signal in ARA or ARAcalTA is a bipolar pulse of a few nanoseconds. It is then
crucial to understand the response of ARA antenna for such a short input. The detector for ARA-
calTA is composed of the vertical polarization antenna used in ARA, an electronics box containing
a LNA and a band pass filter, and a 40 m low attenuation cable. For the electronic devices and
cables, we measured the gain and phase with a network analyzer. We can then easily simulate their
time domain response with an inverse Fourier transform.
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Detector simulations
Antenna: Time domain simulation with 
XFDTD software (method in http://www.farr-
research.com/biblio.html (note 555))

Electronics: Based on measured  
   gain/phase

Detector simulation validation
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ARAcalTA: main runs

   - physics: nominal configuration i.e. block of ice (ice angle 30, 45, 60 deg.)
   - background: replace target by nothing, just plastic case, thin layer of ice... 

   - calibration: use bicone antenna and scan height, beam monitoring
   - interference test: vertical and horizontal antenna

α

Full Ice
≠angles Just plastic Thin ice

16
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Figure 4: Left: setup for simulation or measurement of the time domain antenna response. Right: Example
of a time domain response hN(t) and the corresponding gain.

We applied the ZHS method described in [11, 15]. In this method, each physical particle track is78

segmented in virtual sub-tracks and the vector potential ~Aseg is computed for a given observer for79

each track segment according the following formula:80

~Aseg =
e

4pRc
�[û⇤ (û⇤~b )]

1�n~b · û
(3.1)

Where Rû is the vector from the track segment to the observer, R being its norm and û its direction,81

~b is the velocity Lorentz factor and n the refractive index (fixed to 1.78 in our case). For each82

contribution from a sub-track, the optical path in ice and in air is calculated to satisfy Snell laws.83

The time delay and the Fresnel transmission coefficient are computed accordingly. An example of84

simulated electric field and its frequency spectrum is shown in fig. 3 (left). The expected signal is85

a bipolar pulse of 5 ns long comparable with the type of signal expected in the ARA experiment.86

The simulated angular distribution shown in fig. 3 (right, solid line) exhibits a maximum around87

85 degree and a wide spread around the maximum whereas in the case of a high energy shower, one88

expect a peaked distribution around the Cherenkov angle, i.e. 55.8 degree at these frequencies in89

ice. This is due to the limited effect of the Cherenkov compression because of the small dimension90

of the shower with respect to the wavelength. Indeed, when looking at higher frequencies (fig. 391

right, dashed line), the angular distribution tapers and converges towards the expected angle.92

4. Detector simulation and validation93

4.1 Detector simulation94

The expected signal in ARA or ARACalTA is a bipolar pulse of a few nanoseconds. It is95

then crucial to understand the response of ARA antenna for such a short input. The detector for96

ARACalTA is composed of the vertical polarization antenna used in ARA, an electronics box97

containing a LNA and a band pass filter, and a 40 m low attenuation cable. For the electronic98

devices and cables, we measured the gain and phase with a network analyzer. We can then easily99

simulate their time domain response with an inverse Fourier transform.100

The time domain response of the antenna is estimated according the method described in [16]. In101
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β1

β2
β3

observer time
source time 
 = obs time

For each point 
+/- E field

is computedΔt

Δt
Δt Δtr1

r2

r3 r4

4

is constant, and the time tacc at which an observer would
view the radiation emitted at time t′acc is given by tacc =
t′acc + nRacc/c. The time window ∆t = t1 − t0 in Eq. 7
is therefore chosen to satisfy t0 < tacc < t1.
While the electric field as a function of time E⃗(x⃗, t) be-
comes infinite in the case of instantaneous acceleration,
the time-integrated electric field is finite and independent
of the specific choice of ∆t. Consequently, one can cal-
culate the time-averaged electric field over the time-scale
∆t as

E⃗±(x⃗, t) = ±
1

∆t

q

c

!

r̂ × [r̂ × β⃗∗]

(1− nβ⃗∗ · r̂)R

"

. (8)

An adequate choice of ∆t is dictated by the time res-
olution of interest. If ∆t is chosen significantly longer
than the time-scale over which the acceleration process
occurs — which is in particular the case for the instanta-
neous acceleration considered here — the details of the
acceleration process are of no importance.
At first glance, the results given in Eqs. 6 and 8 for a ra-
diating endpoint may appear as yet another special case
of particle motion with very limited application. How-
ever, observe that in arriving at Eqs. 6 and 8, we have
made no assumptions about the macroscopic motion of
the particle — only that at a given instant, the parti-
cle becomes accelerated. As we will see, validating this
assumption is really a question of describing the parti-
cle motion with sufficient accuracy for the frequency-
range/time-resolution of interest, rather than being a
limitation of the endpoint approach. In following sec-
tions, we will show how arbitrary particle motion can be
described in terms of such endpoints. However, before
proceeding to more complex situations, it is worthwhile
examining the radiation from the most simple accelera-
tion event, a single endpoint.

3. Radiation pattern of a single endpoint

The radiation pattern from a single endpoint is exactly
that corresponding to a once-off acceleration event. A rel-
evant physical situation would be the β-decay of a heavy
element in vacuum, where the motion of the heavy nu-
cleus can be neglected, and the emitted e± travels with
constant velocity to infinity. There are quite a few in-
teresting features of even this simple situation which are
worthwhile to explore in greater depth.
For most applications, it is preferable to use the vecto-
rial notation given in Eqs. 6 and 8 to describe the ra-
diation from a single endpoint. However, for a single
event, the radiation is cylindrically symmetric about the
acceleration/velocity axis, so it is common to express
these equations using an observer’s position described
by a distance R and angle to the acceleration vector θ
(θ = 0 ⇒ r̂ ∥ β⃗∗). This angular dependence is seen easily
from the LHS of Fig. 3. For this case, the magnitude
of the electric field vector in Eqs. 6 and 8 respectively

becomes:

E⃗±(x⃗, ν) = ±
q

c

eikR

R

β∗ sin θ e2πiνt
′
0

1− nβ∗ cos θ
Ê± (9)

E⃗±(x⃗, t) = ±
1

∆t

q

c

β∗ sin θ

(1− nβ∗ cos θ)R
Ê± (10)

and it is taken as given that the unit electric field vector
Ê± points away from the acceleration axis for θ < π/2
and towards it for θ > π/2. At all times the angle θ is
defined to be positive in the direction of positive velocity,
irrespective of the acceleration. Thus under the transfor-
mation θ → π − θ, β → −β, Eqs. 6 and 8 are invariant,
since Ê± → −Ê±.
To illustrate, Eqs. 9/10 have been plotted in a vacuum
and dielectric for varying β in Fig. 1.
Firstly, note that for a single endpoint, the magnitude of
the radiation in Eqs. 9, 10 has no frequency-dependence.
This may seem counter-intuitive, since almost all radia-
tion processes become characterised by their particular
frequency-dependence. Such frequency-dependence can
only be produced however by the particle acceleration ap-
pearing differently on different wave-length scales, while
a point-like acceleration looks identical on all scales, so
that the resulting radiation could not possibly have any
dependence on the wavelength/frequency. Only in the
quantum-mechanical (extremely-high-frequency regime
— see Sec. IV) will there be a frequency-dependence in
the radiation from a single endpoint, since the particle
will no longer appear point-like.
Secondly, observe that there is a singularity in the emit-
ted electric field about nβ∗ cos θ = 1 — this is the
‘Cherenkov’ singularity, which occurs at the Cherenkov
angle θC = cos−1(1/nβ∗). Here, the electric field
strength becomes undefined. This is, of course, unphysi-
cal, since we do not observe infinite electric fields in na-
ture. Nonetheless, both Eqs. 9, 10 and reality can happily
coexist since an observer will always observe the parti-
cle traversing some finite observation angle δθ. Writing
θ = θC + δθ, the divergent term in Eqs. 9 and 10 can be
expanded in the vicinity of θC as follows:

β∗ sin θ

R(1− nβ∗ cos θ)
≈

1

R(θC)nδθ
+

1.5

R(θC)n2β∗ sin θC
(11)

The first term on the RHS, which diverges as δθ → 0, is
odd about δθ = 0, while the second (even) term is finite.
Therefore, for any real measurement, an integral of the
field about θC will have the divergent component cancel,
leaving a finite result. In addition, any real medium will
have a frequency-dependent refractive index, so that infi-
nite field strengths will only be observed over an infinitely
small bandwidth.
Finally, note that away from the singularity, there is a
broad angular dependence which depends primarily on
sin θ and β∗. There is no emission in the exact for-
ward direction for any values of β∗ and n, though for
highly-relativistic particles in vacuum, the radiation pat-
tern rises extremely rapidly away from θ = 0, produc-
ing the characteristic forward ‘beaming’ expected. Also

+-
+-

End point method

-

+



Updated Results
• Taking all updates one at a time and reflection on angular 

distribution. 
• From black to blue we  

get small boost because 
beam width is smaller. 
5 bunches used. 

• From blue to magenta we 
have decrease due to  
distance change. 
5 bunches used. 

• From magenta (5 bunches) 
to red (beam profile, 12  
bunches) we observe large loss in signal.  This could be due to 5-
>12 bunches or something with the structure of beam profile. 
• Dig a little deeper to answer this question!

4

Expected Angular 
distribution
(for different beam 
conditions)
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- the inner structure due to subbunches 
are wash out by the beam spread)
- Absolute timing (w.r.t. to emission time)
- Similar signal to what is expected in ARA

Expected bipolar pulse

- Dependance of the signal with beam 
spread
- realistic beam profile reduce the total 
expected field

Simulation



Source and Target

Source: TA LINAC
- source of 40 MeV electron 
- maximum of 109 particles/s
- bunch of few ns long divided in sub 
bunches 
(every 350 ps) 
- bunch length can be changed

Target: Ice block
- 100cm x 30cm x 30 cm
- Installed in a plastic box 1m above the beam 
exit
- can be inclined to choose the exit angle of 
radio wave
- Due to refraction, angle of target will give the 
accessible emission angle in ice

M. Relich
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Prior Detector calibration

Antenna simulation 
- Pattern simulation + VSWR
- Time domain solver XFDTD
- Work on time domain response simulation
(account for the antenna phase response)

Antenna calibration
- pattern measurement in Anechoic chamber



Simulation

22

response to simulated pulse

Antenna response 
convolution



Results: ARA antenna
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x6 for simulation �

#  The absolute waveform amplitudes are 
different by 6 times for Vpol 

#  The early part of the waveforms relatively 
match. There is a difference for the later part 

     → Other components than Askaryan radiation 

#  Less Hpol signal → high polarization 

x300 for simulation�
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Ice angle 30°, obs. angle: 0° 
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